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Application Form D:         Subsidiaris, subcontractors, supplier, OEM
Applicant
Application for the performance of a conformity assessment procedure according to the European directives for medical device
Application Type
Quality System
93/42/EEC MDD
90/385/EEC AIMDD
Full QS-System
QS-System Production
QS-System Production, Products of class I, sterile
QS-System Production, Products of class I with measuring function
QS-System Product
Full QS-System
QS-System Production
Product / Design
90/385/EEC AIMDD
93/42/EEC MDD
EC Verification
EC Type-Examination
EC Type-Examination
EC Design-Examination
EC Design-Examination
Please note before processing the form "Explanation to the processing of the application forms".
(Please insert the complete company name)
EC Verification
II w/o (4)
II.4
III
IV
V
VI
The applicant assures that no application, for this/these product(s), has been lodged with any other notified body for the same product-related quality system.
Yes
-
-
-
-
-
The applicant assures that no application has been lodged with any other notified body for the same device.
-
-
-
-
Yes
Yes
The applicant assures that no application has been lodged with any other notified body for the same device.
-
-
Yes
-
-
-
The applicant assures to fulfill the obligations imposed by the approved quality system.
Yes
-
-
-
Yes
Yes
The applicant assures to keep/maintain the approved quality system adequate and efficacious.
Yes
-
-
-
Yes
Yes
The applicant assures to notify the notified body of TÜV NORD CERT GmbH about all substantial changes to the quality system or the product range(s) covered.
Yes
-
-
-
Yes
Yes
The applicant assures to notify the notified body of TÜV NORD CERT GmbH about any plans for substantial changes implemented in the approved device.
-
Yes
Yes
-
-
-
The applicant assures to institute and keep up to date a systematic procedure to review experience gained from devices in the post-production phase, including the provisions referred to in Annex X, and to implement appropriate means to apply any necessary corrective action.
Yes
Yes
-
Yes
Yes
Yes
The applicant assures to notify the competent authorities of the following incidents immediately on learning of them:
i) any malfunction or deterioration in the characteristics and/or performance of a device, as well as any inadequacy in the labeling or the instructions for use which might lead to or might have led to the death of a patient or user or to a serious deterioration in his state of health;
ii) any technical or medical reason connected with the characteristics or performance of a device for the reasons referred to in subparagraph (i) above leading to a systematic recall of devices of the same type by the manufacturer.
Yes
Yes
-
Yes
Yes
Yes
The applicant assures to notify the notified body of TÜV NORD CERT GmbH without any delay about any reportable incidents, recalls and issued advisory notices.
Yes
-
-
Yes
Yes
Yes
Applicant Assurance
Conformity Assessment Procedure according
Directive 93/42/EEC Annex

Applicant
2 w/o (4)
2.4
3
4
5
The applicant assures that no application, for this/these product(s), has been lodged with any other notified body for the same product-related quality system.
Yes
-
-
-
-
The applicant assures that no application has been lodged with any other notified body for the same type.
-
-
Yes
-
-
The applicant assures to fulfill the obligations imposed by the approved quality system
Yes
-
-
-
Yes
The applicant assures to maintain the approved quality system in such a way that it remains adequate and efficacious.
Yes
-
-
-
Yes
The applicant assures to notify the notified body of TÜV NORD CERT GmbH about all substantial changes to the quality system or the product range(s) covered.
Yes
-
-
-
Yes
The applicant assures to notify the notified body of TÜV NORD CERT GmbH about any plans for substantial changes implemented in the approved device.
-
Yes
Yes
-
-
The applicant assures to institute and keep updated a post-marketing surveillance system including the provisions referred to in Annex 7.
Yes
-
-
Yes
Yes
The applicant assures to notify the competent authorities of the following incidents immediately on learning of them:
i) any deterioration in the characteristics or performances, and any inaccuracies in the instruction leaflet for a device which might lead to or have led to the death of a patient or a deterioration in his state of health;
ii) any technical or medical reason resulting in withdrawal of a device from the market by the manufacturer.
Yes
-
-
Yes
Yes
The applicant assures to notify the notified body of TÜV NORD CERT GmbH without any delay about any reportable incidents, recalls and issued advisory notices.
Yes
-
-
Yes
Yes
Conformity Assessment Procedure according
Directive 90/385/EEC Annex

Applicant
Applicant Assurance
Applicant
EC-Representative
Information about an EC-Representative are necessary for a manufacturer who places a device on the market under his own name and doesn’t have a registered place of business in a member state of the EC.
Product Designation
Application
Intended use
Product Category
Product Group
Classification
Applicant
Please note before processing the form "Explanation to the processing of the application forms".
(According to product label)
(According information of use or clinical evaluation)
(Enter all applicable product categories according to the intended use (MD, AIMD and MDS))
(Classification according directive 93/42/EEC Annex IX or „Active implantable medical device“)
Application for the products to be taken into the scope of the certificate
If there are more products to be considered, please download the additionally form "C" from our website.
Performance Data
Applicant
Specification
Production
Reusability
Sterilization, Refurbishing
Shelf life
Biological evaluation
(In case of outsourced processes please submit information with application form D)
(Please refer also applied part of the standards (e.g. EN ISO 10993-1, -5, -7))
Product description
Applicant
Special constituents
Application of further directives
Evaluation of technical documentation
Furth important information about the product
Attachments to this application
(e.g. Machinery directive 2006/42/EC (MDS 7004))
Clinical evaluation
Applicant
Remarks of the Notified Body
TÜV NORD CERT GmbH confirms that the above mentioned product is covered under the scope of the certificate.
Applicant
Subsidiary / Subcontractor/ Supplier / OEM
Function
Outsourced process
Description / Details about outsourced processes
Subsidiary / Subcontractor/ Supplier / OEM
Function
Outsourced process
Description / Details about outsourced processes
Please note before processing the form "Explanation to the processing of the application forms".
Application for subsidiaries, critical subcontractors, suppliers of crucial components or of the entire device to be taken into the scope of the certificate. 
If there are more products to be considered, please download the additionally form "D" from our website.
Applicant
Subsidiary / Subcontractor/ Supplier / OEM
Function
Outsourced process
Description / Details about outsourced processes
Subsidiary / Subcontractor/ Supplier / OEM
Function
Outsourced process
Description / Details about outsourced processes
Applicant
Remarks of the Notified Body
TÜV NORD CERT GmbH confirms that the above mentioned subsidiary / subcontractor/ supplier / OEM are covered under the scope of the certificate.
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